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CHANTILLY [R-H] - 16 May 
Race 1 - PRIX DE L'HOTEL QUINQUEMPOIX -  1900m HCP. Purse EUR €23,000. 

1. CALIGINE - Four straight maiden placings including on this surface. Strong claims on handicap debut. 

2. THE FOOTMAN - Seventh on handicap debut over course and distance. Improvement expected with a 

notable jockey booked and first-time cheekpieces applied. 

3. ESPOIR ETERNEL - Shown ability in a trio of maiden outings. Watch the market for clues on handicap 

bow. 

4. MAKILROY - Yet to place from three AW outings. Others make more appeal. 

5. SHALLOW - Fair fifth over track and trip two runs ago. Place chance. 

6. OLYMPIC DREAM - Good runner-up on handicap debut at Compiegne over 2000m. In the mix on first start 

for this yard. 

7. ACREGATE - 3L fifth over 1800m at this venue prior to a break. May need this. 

8. PIU BIRCH - Front-runner who ran sixth over 2150m at Lyon-la-Soie last month. May improve eased in 

distance. 

9. ZINNIA - Improved effort in a Saint-Cloud claimer but more required on first handicap start. 

10. TOSNY - Caught late when a bold front-running sixth at this track and trip last month. Consider. 

Summary: THE FOOTMAN (2) ran midfield on handicap debut over course and journey. Improvement likely 
with a top jockey booked and cheekpieces applied for the first time. CALIGINE (1) could make a winning 
handicap debut after four consecutive placings including on the AW. Key chance. OLYMPIC DREAM (6) holds 
major appeal after an excellent second on handicap bow at Compiegne. TOSNY (10) is not ruled out if allowed 
an easy lead. Include. 

Selections 

THE FOOTMAN (2) - CALIGINE (1) - OLYMPIC DREAM (6) - TOSNY (10)  
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Race 2 - PRIX DU MONT DE PO -  1100m MDN. Purse EUR €27,000. 

1. NEWKIDONTHEBLOCK - Back-to-back places in similar maiden company including at Marseille-Borely 

over 1000m. Excellent winning chance. 

2. TEXAS HOLD 'EM - Got off the mark in a Saint-Cloud 900m claimer. Obvious appeal. 

3. I AM A KILLER - Fine fourth in a stronger Longchamp 1000m event at the start of this month. Consider. 

4. ALVINA - Fifth behind a pair of subsequent winners over 1000m at this track. Each-way contender. 

5. SUPER STAR - Excellent third behind two future winners here over 1000m. Key player. 

6. AORAKI - Showed ability when seventh at Lyon-Parilly over 1200m. May improve. 

7. I AM INEVITABLE - Improved sharply second up prior to a DQ. Each-way hope. 

8. SEABELLE FAL MOR - Held seventh first up over 900m. Improvement required. 

9. SANS RELACHE - Speedily-bred debutante hailing from a powerful stable. Genuine chance if given a 

market push. 

Summary: SUPER STAR (5) ran a promising third behind two future winners at this venue over 1000m first 
up. Expected to go close with any amount of improvement possible. NEWKIDONTHEBLOCK (1) shaped well 
delivering both placed efforts so far and holds strong winning claims. TEXAS HOLD 'EM (2) was off the mark 
tackling a Saint-Cloud claimer in latest. Among the chances. SANS RELACHE (9) is a speedily-bred filly from 
a powerful yard. Any market confidence could prove significant. 

Selections 

SUPER STAR (5) - NEWKIDONTHEBLOCK (1) - TEXAS HOLD 'EM (2) - SANS RELACHE (9)  
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Race 3 - PRIX DE MONTATAIRE -  1800m HCP CL3. Purse EUR €16,000. 

1. CHARLOTTE TAGADA - Eighth first up at Le Mans over 1950m. Could strip fitter. 

2. LOVELY MISS - Downfield run in a weaker Le Mans handicap last month. Others preferred. 

3. PEAKY BLYNDER - No threat returning to action at this track over 2200m. Minor role expected. 

4. ENJOY THE SILENCE - Down the field efforts in similar company since resuming. Well treated on the pick 

of his form at this trip. 

5. KENZOKI - Completed a trio of frame visits on the AW here over 1600m. Among the chances. 

6. SNOWY SUNDAY - Held eighth at this venue AW over this distance in February. More needed. 

7. SAMWELL - 6.75L tenth in this company at Fontainebleau over the same journey nineteen days ago. Likely 

to find a few too strong. 

8. SENEPARK - Held ninth when suffering traffic issues over 1600m here AW six days ago. One to note. 

9. PARISIAN BELLE - Improved 2.5L sixth in this class over the same distance at Fontainebleau. Minor place 

hope. 

10. DUKE OF ARABIA - Downfield runs in all three handicap outings. Hard to fancy. 

11. POTIOKA - Mixed handicap form this campaign. Others rate stronger chances. 

12. ORPANAMA DAVIS - 23 race maiden who ran seventh over 2200m here last month. Fully tested. 

13. IGGY CHOP - Eased 0.5kg after a fine fifth reappearing at Lyon-Parilly. Among the frame candidates. 

14. MALECON - Fifth in each of his previous starts including on the AW here. Not dismissed out of a place. 

15. VENT CHARLIE - Yet to place in nine runs at this venue. Impossible to recommend. 

16. RIVERET - Well held in a course AW handicap over 1400m in February. Career-low weight but no appeal. 

Summary: A chance is taken on SENEPARK (8) who drops to a favourable handicap mark. Suffered 
interference at this venue AW over 1600m in latest and is capable of a bold showing raised in trip. KENZOKI 
(5) maintains good form after completing a hat-trick of placings among similar company. Key chance. 
MALECON (14) holds claims if delivering best while PARISIAN BELLE (9) maintains place appeal. 

Selections 

SENEPARK (8) - KENZOKI (5) - MALECON (14) - PARISIAN BELLE (9)  
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Race 4 - PRIX TEXANITA -  1200m OPEN. Purse EUR €80,000. 

1. HAZIYM - Broke through with a maiden success over this trip at Fontainebleau. Open to improvement but 

raised significantly in grade. 

2. EBRO RIVER - Group One winner who ran fifth in the G3 Abernant Stakes at Newmarket (UK) on 

reappearance. Top pick on the figures. 

3. LE CADEAU - Scored on sole track and trip visit prior to a fine third in the G3 Prix Sigy. Among the each-

way chances. 

4. FARO DE SAN JUAN - Longchamp Class Two conditions victory over 1300m first up. Place claims. 

5. FEEL YOUR POWER - 1.75L fourth in the G3 Prix Sigy second up. Not entirely ruled out. 

6. KINGENTLEMAN - Held sixth in his previous couple of Group Three efforts. Others preferred. 

7. BEFORE DAWN - Improved second in a Longchamp Class Two event last month. Place at best. 

8. COPIE - Fourth in the Listed Prix du Pont Neuf over 1400m fifteen days ago. Something to find on the 

figures. 

Summary: EBRO RIVER (2) might be tough to beat if stepping forward from a fifth tackling the G3 Abernant 
Stakes at Newmarket (UK) on reappearance. Rates highly. HAZIYM (1) climbs dramatically in class after a 
maiden victory over this trip at Fontainebleau. Could chase the selection home with further progress. LE 
CADEAU (3) is among the each-way players following a solid third in the G3 Prix Sigy while FARO DE SAN 
JUAN (4) cannot be ignored as a progressive performer for a good stable. 

Selections 

EBRO RIVER (2) - HAZIYM (1) - LE CADEAU (3) - FARO DE SAN JUAN (4)  
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Race 5 - PRIX DES FONTAINES -  1600m UNR. Purse EUR €27,000. 

1. AFADIL - Well-bred Camelot gelding who makes his debut for powerful connections. Obvious appeal. 

2. PIERREVAL - Unraced colt by Dabirsim. May need more time. 

3. MY BABY LOVE - Elm Park debutant. Market check advised. 

4. QUEJO - Ribchester colt who makes his debut for a good trainer and jockey combination. One to note. 

5. TYPHONIUM - Unraced gelding by Mawatheeq out of Morainville. Would be a surprise winner. 

6. LEPARD - Unraced colt by Sommerabend. Others make more appeal on paper first up. 

7. SOUND OF SILVER - Dabirsim gelding on debut. Respect any market confidence. 

8. TOKYO STAR - Gelding by Starspangledbanner. May need this first hit-out. 

9. OSUMI - Unraced colt by Soldier Hollow out of Orania. Others appeal stronger candidates. 

Summary: A maiden where the betting will likely guide their chances. QUEJO (4) profiles well as a Ribchester 
colt for a notable trainer and jockey team. Expected to measure up on debut. AFADIL (1) is a well-bred 
Camelot gelding for leading connections. Obvious winning appeal. SOUND OF SILVER (7) would be 
considered if given a market push while MY BABY LOVE (3) may sneak into a place. 

Selections 

QUEJO (4) - AFADIL (1) - SOUND OF SILVER (7) - MY BABY LOVE (3) 


